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Social Studies
A SURVEY OF WESTERN ART

EXPLORATION

This visually stunning CD presents an extensive
encyclopedia of art from around the world. Students explore over 1,000 full-color art images,
including paintings, sculpture, architecture, and
more. Users browse through data cards, biographies, and text featuring the history of art, with
focus on artist, title, medium, date, object, and
school. Students study masterpieces from various
historical periods, gain new insight into more than
80 schools of art, and learn about the artists and
what most influenced their art. MW = Hybrid
QCD5042MW SURVEY OF WESTERN ART $65.00
QCD5042MW Lab Pack (5)
$195.00

This graphically exciting, interactive multimedia
tutorial combines fascinating narration with beautiful illustrations, including pictures of artifacts and
artists' recreations to illuminate the exciting story
of the discovery and exploration of the continents.
The narration includes many firsthand accounts of
explorers and settlers. Beginning with the Vikings,
the program describes the first Portuguese explorations into the Atlantic and down the coast of Africa.
It covers the voyages of Christopher Columbus in
particular detail, and then tells of the discoveries of
Magellan, Cortez, Pizarro, and other Conquistadors.
MW = Hybrid
QCD5029MW EXPLORATION
$49.95
QCD5029MW Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

LIFE IN PIONEER AMERICA
This fascinating account of 19th century life on the
frontier employs interactive first person accounts,
historical documents, hundreds of historical pictures and illustrations, and period music to recreate the life and customs of pioneer America. Students can study food preparation and storage,
LET'S VISIT SOUTH AMERICA
examining butchering, preserving, and cooking
Develop a deeper understanding of the land,
techniques, as well as recipes and kitchenware.
people, and history of South America with this
They will learn about the creation and care of cloth
exciting and extraordinary CD-ROM. Travel to
and clothing; frontier medicine, old-time cures,
Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, Chile,
and personal care formulas; farm practices, crops,
and Argentina and discover the charming and
and animals; and much more. Complementing the
unique characteristics of each country. Your stupresentation is a narrated first-person account
dents will be struck by the variety of the continent
from The True Picture of Emigration, an autobiograas they go from rain forests to cities and study the
phy of Rebecca Burlend, who emigrated from
diversity of the South American people. The proEngland in 1831 and settled on the Illinois frontier.
gram offers two separate narrations: the English
The program features an interactive documentary,
provides cultural and historical background; the
which enables users to stop at any time, explore a
beginning-level Spanish uses a carefully controlled
topic further, and then return to where they left off.
sentence structure and vocabulary. The Spanish
Menus and sliders allow the user to go to any point
version includes a precise and easily accessible
within the documentary. Other features include a
translation, and our supplemental material prosearch support, which provides easy navigation
vides detailed information about South America
and allows for comprehensive research capabilities;
that will enhance the learning atmosphere of your
a capture cursor which enables students to capture
classroom. MW = Hybrid, B = DOS
text for note-taking and store it for later use in
QCD5028MW VISIT SOUTH AMERICA
$59.95
word-processing documents; and cards which
QCD5028MW Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
provide instant reference information about text,
QCD5028B
VISIT SOUTH AMERICA
$59.95
pictures, and music. MW = Hybrid
QCD5028B
Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
QCD5154MW LIFE IN PIONEER AMERICA $95.00
QCD5154MW Lab Pack (5)
$299.85
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Social Studies

LET'S VISIT SPAIN
Discover Spain through this informative and exciting CD-ROM, an educational tool no Spanish curriculum should be without! Travel through the city
of Madrid and see the people and history that
make it a world-renowned city. Tour such places as
Andalusia, Castile, the Costa Brava, and the Atlantic coast region. You'll be captured by the beauty,
antiquity, and people that make it unique. The
program offers two separate narrations: The English provides cultural and historical background;
the beginning-level Spanish uses a carefully controlled sentence structure and vocabulary. The
Spanish version includes a precise and accessible
translation, and supplemental material provides
details about Spain. MW = Hybrid, B = DOS
QCD5026MW LET'S VISIT SPAIN
$59.95
QCD5026MW Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
QCD5026B
LET'S VISIT SPAIN
$59.95
QCD5026B
Lab Pack (5)
$179.85

MYTHS OF ANCIENT GREECE
These ancient myths will captivate and inspire
children with narration, enchanting music, colorful
illustrations. Students can click on "pop-up" vocabulary or use the question mode to test their
comprehension as they go along. An easy-to-use
"who's who" glossary provides biographical information on each character. By clicking on the "gallery" button, students can view a slide show with
classic artistic representations of the myths of
ancient Greece in over 60 famous paintings and
sculptures of the goddesses, gods, and heroes of
ancient Greek mythology. Each picture can be
viewed with an explanation of the myths that
inspired the artwork. Extensive supplementary
texts, including all of the Greek myths from
Bulfinch's Mythology, a detailed profile of all the
gods, goddesses, and major heroes, round out the
presentation. In addition, children can create
storybooks with a publishing program that enables
them to write, illustrate, and print their own materials based on the characters in these myths! MW
= Hybrid
QCD2087MW MYTHS ANCIENT GREECE $49.95
QCD2087MW Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

LET'S VISIT MEXICO
Take a tour of Mexico's tradition and culture. Travel
to Mexico's busy capital, Mexico City, or visit the
seaside in the beautiful city of Acapulco. Also tour
Taxco, Cuernavaca, Teotihuacan, Chichen Itza,
Oaxaca, Puerto Vallarta, and Guadalajara. You will
be captured by the antiquity, land, and people of
our southern neighbors. Two separate narrations
are included: the English provides cultural and
historical background; the beginning-level Spanish
uses a carefully controlled vocabulary. The Spanish
version includes an easily accessible translation,
and supplementary material provides details about
Mexico. MW = Hybrid, B = DOS
QCD5027MW LET'S VISIT MEXICO
$59.95
QCD5027MW Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
QCD5027B
LET'S VISIT MEXICO
$59.95
QCD5027B
Lab Pack (5)
$179.85

HISTORY OF COUNTRY MUSIC
The program provides a cultural and historical
examination of country music, from the dance halls
of the rural South to the mainstream of popular
music. Photographs and recordings are woven into
a narration that emphasizes the genre's continuing
evolution and vitality, An index feature allows
students to research specific topics and individual
artists. M = Macintosh, B = DOS
QCD5024M
HIST OF COUNTRY MUSIC $59.95
QCD5024M
Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
QCD5024B
HIST OF COUNTRY MUSIC $59.95
QCD5024B
Lab Pack (5)
$179.85
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Civil War/Careers
CIVIL WAR
Step into your own personal CD-ROM library. Click on a book from the bookshelf, and
up comes the text. Click on pictures to view photographs that relate to the text. Next,
click on the VCR to see the black-and-white, Academy-Award-winning documentary
film, “The True Story of the Civil War.” The film consists of photos taken by Mathew
Brady, Alexander Gardner, Henstis Cook, George Cook, Timothy O’Sullivan, and many
others and captures the saga of the Civil War. The original “wet plate” photographs
were actually made more than one hundred years ago on the field of battle. And you
are there, thanks to The Civil War. Mathew Brady was known worldwide by many
Presidents, diplomats, socialites, and, for the purposes of this presentation, by the
soldiers in the field of battle. Capturing on film the hardship and the moment of the
Civil War, he accompanied General Grant through Virginia. He photographed battles
from Bull Run to Gettysburg, Fredericksburg, Antietam, Cold Harbor, and the Petersburg campaign. Also included are thousands of questions and answers. W = Windows
DCD5139W CIVIL WAR
$49.95

Careers
IMPROVING YOUR JOB AND CAREER PROSPECTS
COMPILATIONS: Non-multimedia: no sound or graphics. Now you can have over 50
of Queue's best-selling career preparation programs on one CD for a savings of
$1,545 over software prices! These programs offer an interactive question-andanswer format with relevant studies in many aspects of career preparation. Titles
include Exploring Career Options, Vocabulary For The World Of Work, the Work &
Career Series, and the Business Math Package. B = DOS, M = Macintosh
QCD7002B
IMPROVING YOUR JOB AND CAREER PROSPECTS $45.00
QCD7002B
Lab Pack (5)
$135.00
QCD7002M
IMPROVING YOUR JOB AND CAREER PROSPECTS $45.00
QCD7002M
Lab Pack (5)
$135.00

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION IN AMERICA
This extraordinary multimedia CD profiles the coming of the industrial age to
America, the rise of the robber barons, and the countervailing force of the
labor unions. Period songs and original film footage bring to life the feeling of
an age when all was possible and everything was changing. Students will
learn about Francis Lowell, who established the first modern factory in human history, and about Eli Whitney, who revolutionized the workplace by
introducing the first Machine-made, fully inter-changeable metal parts. This
in-depth review discusses the personalities responsible for the inventions,
and the profound effects that mechanization had on AmericaÑthe mass
migration of workers to the cities and the revolution of transportation that
occurred with the railroad. The CD also documents the rise of the large scale,
corporate business organization and of three menÑAndrew Carnegie, John D.
Rockefeller, and J. Pierpont MorganÑas illustrative of a new breed of businessman. This program also includes firsthand documentation of the struggle
for workers' rights, Eugene Debs and the movement towards unionization,
and the massive resistance to the efforts to organize. From mechanization to
corporation to unionization, this program traces the dramatic transformation
of the American workplace. The program is supplemented by text files,
review questions, and study guides. MW = Hybrid
QCD5114MW IND. REV. IN AMERICA
$95.00
QCD5114MW Lab Pack (5)
$585.00
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Science
INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE
Interactive experiments and live-action video make
learning fun in this multimedia introduction to
science. Students will journey from the tops of
mountains to the depths of the oceans while learning the basic principles and laws of science. Exciting presentations show the effects of threatening
windstorms, devastating fires, and overwhelming
floods. Time-lapse filming reveals the miracle of
plant growth and the process of the sun's rotation.
The overview of elementary science is completed
through simple studies on electric current, magnets, and magnifying glasses. After learning about
a topic, students may choose an experiment from
any of the nine presentations: air, earth, clouds,
electricity, fire, light, magnifying glasses, magnets,
and rain. Each unique experiment, complete with
step-by-step instructions and highly interactive
animations, allows students to apply practical
experience of the CD's content. Colorful diagrams
accompany the presentations to visually explain
specific points within the program, and students
may test their knowledge with a multiple-choice
quiz at the end of each title. A comprehensive
index locates specific subjects, and a thorough
glossary offers definitions of difficult scientific
terms. With all of these options to explore, students will spend hours enjoying this entertaining
and educational introduction to science. MW =
Hybrid
QCD4037MW INTRODUCTION SCIENCE $125.00
QCD4037MW Lab Pack (5)
$375.00

HEALTH TODAY

EXPLORING GENETICS AND HEREDITY
Teach your students the patterns of heredity with
this engaging, interactive multimedia CD-ROM.
Using art, photographs, and photomicrographics,
this program describes DNA structure, meiosis,
mitosis, and the composition and regulation of
genetic material. Students will also study Mendel's
work around inherited characteristics. A question
mode is available to test your students' comprehension and to reinforce the material in the programs. The class management system records
student scores, and comprehensive index can be
accessed from anywhere within the program. This
disc uses illustrations, narrated text, and interactive questions to offer an overview of the science
of genetics. A series of colorful, easy to read slides,
presents the material in six chapters. Heads or
Tails provides everyday examples of the laws of
probability as a theoretical foundation for the study
of genetics. Peas and Cues discusses some theories
of heredity proposed throughout history that were
eventually dispelled by Gregor Mendel's revolutionary heredity experiments. New Facts Yield New
Laws further examines Mendel's extensive and
innovative research conducted on pea plants, and
how his findings were to result in the foundation of
modern genetics. Understanding Mendel's Crosses
explores the inheritance of physical characteristics
and what determines their transmission between
generations. Genetics and Heredity I focuses on
the astounding biological diversity that is generated through limitless combinations of the genes
that produce physical variations between the
different species as well as among individual members of a single species. Genetics and Heredity II
presents the genetic building blocks that generate
this physical diversity: chromosomes, dominant
and recessive genes, and DNA. MW = Hybrid
QCD4030MW EXPLORING GENETICS
$75.00
QCD4030MW Lab Pack (5)
$225.00

COMPILATION: Non-multimedia: no sound or
graphics. The most comprehensive compilation of
interactive, up-to-date health programs available,
this package will save you $1,785 off individual
software titles! With over 50 program titles covering mental, emotional, and physical health, this
collection is a must for students who want to
become pro-active in the maintenance of their own
health and well-being. Instruction in preventive
measures-as well as accurate, frankly presented
information on disease and treatments-makes this
the most valuable health program available. M =
Macintosh, MW = Hybrid, B = DOS
QCD4024B
HEALTH TODAY
$95.00
QCD4024B
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
QCD4024M
HEALTH TODAY
$95.00
QCD4024M
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
QCD4024MW HEALTH TODAY
$95.00
QCD4024MW Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
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Science
BODY & MIND

WAY PLANTS GROW

This versatile program describes the anatomy and
physiology of the human body with text, illustrations, narrated animations, and video in a new and
imaginative way. The program is enhanced by
easy-to-use full text search, a bookmark option,
many cross-references, anda glossary of medical
termas and disorders. Students can print or copy
both text and graphics for reports or clasroom
presentations. W = Windows
DCD4004W BODY & MIND
$49.95
DCD4004W Lab pack (5)
$149.85

Explore the life cycle of a variety of plants including sunflowers, grapes, tangerines, morning glories, dandelions, sweet potatoes, and rice. Using
time-lapse photography, this program chronicles
the development of the plants from seed to maturity. While studying all aspects of plant growth,
students will learn concepts such as flower pollination and photosynthesis. Also discussed are the
unique genetics of each plant as well as their
individual adaptations to their environment. Interactive highlighted vocabulary and an easy-to-use
index feature enhances the educational value of
the main presentation. The program is completed
by botanical diagrams, a gallery of pictures, and a
matching activity. MW = Hybrid
QCD4047MW WAY PLANTS GROW
$95.00
QCD4047MW Lab Pack (5)
$285.00

THE HEART, THE ENGINE OF LIFE
Written by physicians for lay people, students, and
teachers, this CD is an animated color tutorial that
interacts with the user while teaching, questioning,
and testing. Children 12 or older can enjoy the
cartoon character and his responses. Adults gain
enhanced knowledge of their bodies and the preventative steps necessary to keep one's heart
healthy. Colorful animation allows users to see the
working parts and to virtually feel the blood pulsing
and the heart beating. A clearly written 17-page
manual accompanies the disc, which has simple
loading instructions and help menus for ease of use
by novices. B = DOS
QCD4088B
HEART, ENGINE OF LIFE
$49.00
QCD4088B
Lab Pack (5)
$147.00

AMAZON RAINFOREST
Discover the massive and varied ecosystem of the
Amazon rainforest, an intricate web of interactions
between plants and animals that depend on each
other for survival. The Amazon rainforest supports
a variety and magnitude of life unmatched on any
other piece of land in the world. Twenty-five percent of the earth's remaining primary forest is
within the confines of the Amazon Basin. Perhaps
the most important function of all, however, is that
this vast wilderness has the power to regulate the
global climate. The program offers an overview and
glossary, maps, video, and animation, plus sections
which discuss facts and figures, geography, flora
and fauna, and man and the rainforest. MW =
Hybrid
DCD4022MW AMAZON RAINFOREST
$39.95

DINOSAUR DISCOVERY
Developed with the assistance of Peter Dodson,
DINOSOURCE
Ph.D. of the University of Pennsylvania and George
Enable
your
students
to learn about the past
Olshevsky, editor of Mesozoic Meanderings, this
through
the
technology
of the future. Students can
authoritative reference tool on multimedia CD-ROM
access
information
on
a
complete list of dinosaurs,
enables students to explore the prehistoric world
accompanied
by
200
original,
full-color illustrawith detailed illustrations, descriptions, and crosstions,
narration,
and
musical
score.
Budding palereferenced facts, along with pronunciations of
ontologists
can
then
embark
on
Dinosaur
Dig,
names and classifications of more than 150 dinowhere
they
will
use
what
they've
learned
while
saurs and prehistoric animals. Narrated slide shows
excavating for and identifying the fossilized reillustrate the techniques used by scientists to
mains of a variety of dinosaurs, using their tools,
unearth fossils and explain how theories developed
the database, clues, and deductive reasoning.
from prehistoric clues regarding the physical charFinally, Dinosaur Dilemma offers the competitive
acteristics, behavior, environment, and extinction
fun of a game show with hundreds of questions in
of dinosaurs. Complementing the program is a
five categories. As many as three players can
challenging game that enables students to practice
compete to be the first to complete a dinosaur
and learn to name all of the known species of
skeleton by earning bones from each category.
dinosaur. They can even print out illustrations and
Ages 8 to adult. M = Macintosh
facts about each dinosaur featured in the program.
WCD4001M DINOSOURCE
$49.95
M = Macintosh, W = Windows
WCD4001M
Lab
Pack
(5)
$149.85
DCD4000M
DINOSAUR DISCOVERY
$39.95
DCD4000W DINOSAUR DISCOVERY
$39.95
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Language Arts - Elementary Reading
CHILDREN'S TREASURY OF STORIES,
NURSERY RHYMES, AND SONGS

TALES FROM LONG AGO
AND FAR AWAY I

This enchanting multimedia collection will fascinate
beginning readers. Nursery rhymes and classic
songs are presented with music and beautiful
graphics. Five highly interactive children's stories
are formatted with art, words, and music. Questions for the stories, rhymes, and songs will develop reading skills. Includes a publishing program
that enables children to write, illustrate, and print
their own stories based on the characters in the
stories. M = Macintosh, WD = Windows/DOS
QCD2010M
CHILDREN'S TREASURY
$49.95
QCD2010M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2010WD CHILDREN'S TREASURY
$49.95
QCD2010WD Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

These incomparable programs offer hours of fun
and education, with stories and a print kit to which
children will return again and again. This incredible
collection includes fables, myths, and legends from
Africa, China, Native America, India, England,
Russia, France, Turkey, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Brazil, Portugal, Mexico, and Ireland. The
program features dynamic color graphics and
exciting narration, and a publishing program for
children to write, illustrate, and print their own
fables and stories. M = Macintosh, W = Windows
QCD2063M
TALES FROM FAR AWAY I
$49.95
QCD2063M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2063W TALES FROM FAR AWAY I
$49.95
QCD2063W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

CHILDREN'S TREASURY II:
RHYMES, POEMS, AND STORIES
This enchanting multimedia collection will fascinate
beginning readers. Nursery rhymes and classic
poems are presented with music and beautiful
graphics. Highly interactive children's stories are
formatted with art, words, and music. Questions
for the stories, rhymes, and poems will develop
reading skills. Includes a publishing program that
enables children to write, illustrate, and print their
own stories based on the characters in the stories.
M = Macintosh, W = Windows
QCD2062M
CHILDREN'S TREASURY II: $49.95
QCD2062M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2062W CHILDREN'S TREASURY II: $49.95
QCD2062W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

GREATEST CHILDREN'S STORIES
EVER TOLD
The humor, warmth, and creativity in this multimedia presentation will capture the imagination.
Realistic sound, beautiful graphics, compelling
music, and superb narration enliven these bestloved tales. Parents and teachers will love the
interactive comprehension questions that make
this a valuable educational experience. Included is
a program to write, illustrate and print your own
stories. M = Macintosh, WD = Windows/DOS
QCD2011M
GREATEST STORIES
$49.95
QCD2011M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2011WD GREATEST STORIES
$49.95
QCD2011WD Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

TALES FROM LONG AGO
AND FAR AWAY II
Similar to the above, these incomparable programs
offer hours of fun and education, with stories and a
print kit to which children will return again and
again. This incredible collection includes fables,
myths, and legends from Africa, China, Native
America, India, England, Russia, France, Turkey,
Japan, Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Brazil, Portugal,
Mexico, and Ireland. The program features dynamic
color graphics and exciting narration, and a publishing program for children to write, illustrate, and
print their own fables and stories. M = Macintosh,
W = Windows
QCD2064M
TALES FROM FAR AWAY II $49.95
QCD2064M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2064W TALES FROM FAR AWAY II $49.95
QCD2064W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

HEIDI
Students will enjoy over 250 full-color illustrations
(each of which comes alive with its own narration
when clicked upon) and the entire original text,
word for word, complete with unabridged narration.
Also available is an abridged, highly readable form
for younger or slower readers. Definitions, additional readings, exercises, and complete text all
supplement the multimedia presentation. Included
is a program to write, illustrate and print your own
stories.
QCD2072M
HEIDI
$49.95
QCD2072M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
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Language Arts - Elementary Reading
CHRISTMAS CD

ALICE IN WONDERLAND

This CD offers a heartwarming collection of favorite
Christmas* stories that will delight and entertain
children of all ages. Beautiful color illustrations,
engaging animations (in the Macintosh and Windows versions), and tenderly narrated stories are
sure to capture children's hearts year-round.
Stories include "The Night Before Christmas," "The
Twelve Days of Christmas," "The Story of Silent
Night," *"The Story of Hanukkah," and many more!
Also includes the Christmas Publisher, a program
that lets children design and print their own Christmas stories, decorations, greeting cards, and more!
M = Macintosh, WD = Windows/DOS
QCD2018M
CHRISTMAS CD
$49.95
QCD2018M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2018WD CHRISTMAS CD
$49.95
QCD2018WD Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

Spectacular graphics and hidden animations enhance this fun-filled educational multimedia package that includes entire text of both Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking Glass. Only minor
changes have been made to the original to convert
it to a dramatic presentation narrated by professional performers. The program increases listening,
reading, and vocabulary skills with interactive
exercises. A spectacular clip-art writing program
enables users to write, illustrate, and print their
own materials based on the characters in the story.
M = Macintosh, WD = Windows/DOS
QCD2009M
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
$49.95
QCD2009M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2009WD ALICE IN WONDERLAND
$49.95
QCD2009WD Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

CURIOUS GEORGE
LEARNS THE ALPHABET
Start students on their first step to successful
reading! Young children will be captivated by the
classic story in this interactive multimedia extravaganza. Each letter animates, and every screen is
an adventure as words, letters, music, and sound
effects fill the room. Children will love listening to
the narration and hearing George chatter away!
Includes a publishing program that enables children to write, illustrate, and print their own stories
based on the characters in the stories.
QCD2008M
CURIOUS GEORGE
$49.95
QCD2008M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

FUN AROUND THE HOUSE
THE PRE-SCHOOL IQ BUILDER 1
The first of Queue's great new "Fun" series, this
program encourages children to learn and explore
within a non-linear format. The program features
marvelous graphics, engaging animations, and
incredible hidden surprises, including guest appearances in full-motion video by all-time favorite
cartoon characters! Over 250 words are introduced,
each with a picture in an appropriate setting, and
in an illustrated dictionary for clearer reference.
The home scenes include family room, kitchen,
dining room (during a birthday party), children's
bedroom, bathroom, basement, garage and backyard. Nine different games teach words and concepts. A special feature of all Queue elementary
multimedia CDs is the creative writing section,
which encourages users to create their own stories
based on the scenes and characters of the CD with
an incredibly versatile, easy-to-use print and clipart program. W = Windows, M = Macintosh
QCD2042W FUN AROUND HOUSE 1
$49.95
QCD2042W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2042M
FUN AROUND HOUSE 1
$49.95
QCD2042M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

FAVORITE FAIRY TALES
Generations of youngsters have come to know
these fairy tales - but never quite like this! This
multimedia presentation combines enchanting
music, fanciful color illustrations, and spirited
dramatic presentation to encourage the dreamer in
every child. Included is a program to write, illustrate and print your own stories. M = Macintosh,
WD = Windows/DOS
QCD2035M
FAVORITE FAIRY TALES
$49.95
QCD2035M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2035WD FAVORITE FAIRY TALES
$49.95
QCD2035WD Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

ADVENTURES OF SINBAD,
ALADDIN, AND ALI BABA

Three full-color, full-motion animated videos are
presented, each a wonderful musical interpretation
of a classic tale from Arabian Nights, featuring
Popeye. Complete dialogue is presented on screen
to encourage reading. Includes multimedia readalong presentations; beautiful illustrations; the
entire text of the classic Arabian Nights for printout, excerpting, or porting to word processing files;
and a publishing program to write, illustrate and
print your own stories. M = Macintosh, W = Windows
QCD2069M
ADVENTURES OF SINBAD $49.95
QCD2069M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2069W ADVENTURES OF SINBAD $49.95
QCD2069W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
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Language Arts - Foreign
A CHRISTMAS CAROL

L'ORTHOGRAPHE, C'EST FACILE!

An unabridged, fully narrated multimedia version
of Dickens' A Christmas Carol, this program is
designed to encourage reading. Scores of beautiful
color illustrations supplement Charles Dickens' full
original text with unabridged narration! For slower
or younger readers, the illustrations, captions, and
separate, dramatized audio track tell the entire
story in simple text. Designed to improve comprehension, this CD contains highlighted words and
"pop-up" definitions. Additional materials include a
multimedia presentation on Dickens; challenging
worksheets on vocabulary, reading comprehension,
and historical background; and the entire text of
both A Christmas Carol and A Tale of Two Cities,
ready for printout or transfer to word-processing
files. A creative writing program enables students
to create original stories using illustrations from
the program. M = Macintosh
QCD2071M
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
$49.95
QCD2071M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

Easy Spelling lets students study the main difficulties in French spelling—common spelling errors and
grammar-related mistakes—at four different levels.
Seven different exercises are offered on each CD:
Writing of the Sounds, Main Spelling Rules, Beginnings and Endings, Agreement of Nouns and Adjectives, Verb Agreement, Homonyms, and the Secret
Word. Developed in France, this program allows
students to improve their ability to express themselves in written French. Also included is a detailed
assessment for each exercise. W = Windows
DCD8055W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL I
$65.00
DCD8078W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL II $65.00
DCD8079W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL III $65.00
DCD8080W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL IV $65.00

FUN AROUND TOWN
THE PRE-SCHOOL IQ BUILDER 2
This incredibly interactive CD-ROM will develop
learning skills while children search and explore
eight different locations in Fun Around Town.
Children will match items in a grocery store, count
items in a swimming pool, learn more about everyday objects through nine uniquely designed games,
and discover over 250 humorous animations.
Students can draw or color with colored pieces of
chalk and design their own coloring books, posters,
and storybooks in the Fun Publisher. Children will
acquire the basic learning skills they need for
school as they explore and wander through the
most entertaining town on the block! M =
Macintosh
QCD2044M
FUN AROUND TOWN 2
$49.95
QCD2044M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

BLACK BEAUTY
Students will improve reading skills while they
enjoy this classic! The disc offers complete, unabridged narration of the entire text and over 250
full-color illustrations, each of which comes alive
with its own narration when clicked upon. Abridged
text is available for younger or slower readers. The
CD includes definitions, additional readings, exercises, and text - for excerpting, transferring to
word processing files, or printing. M = Macintosh,
W = Windows
QCD2066M
BLACK BEAUTY
$49.95
QCD2066M
Lab Pack (5)
$149.85
QCD2066W BLACK BEAUTY
$49.95
QCD2066W Lab Pack (5)
$149.85

LES BASES DU FRANçAIS
This highly interactive program, ideal for intermediate language levels, enables students to reinforce
grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and listening comprehension skills through a variety of exciting
activities. Produced in France, this unique program
offers content and an interface exclusively in
French that challenge students and provides countless opportunities for learning in a stimulating
format. The program requires students to put their
knowledge to work to complete the tasks that are
set before them and increase their overall score. In
La Ville des Erreurs (The City of Errors), students
identify errors within a sentence and correct them,
and in Le Vaisseau des Jeux de Mots (The Ship of
Word Games), students employ comprehension
skills to choose the word in the sentence that is an
anagram of a word that makes greater sense in its
place. Le Puzzle des Mots (Word Puzzle) offers a
group of random syllables to be reformulated into a
series of words that fall within a specified category
or theme. In Devinettes Orthographiques (Word
Riddles) and Le Bon Choix (The Right Choice),
students select the word that suits the given
context and specifications, as they do in Les
Définitions Secrètes (Secret Definitions) with the
pieces of the required words appearing as clues.
Once they enter Le Château de la Dictée (The
Dictation Castle), students listen to a narration and
complete the gaps in the corresponding written
paragraph, and once in La Grotte des Mots Perdus
(The Cave of Lost Words), they view a series of
words as they flash across the screen and then use
these words to complete the sentences that follow.
Help is available in every section of the program.
MW = Hybrid
DCD8002MW LES BASES DU FRANçAIS $65.00
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Foreign Languages
LANGUAGE LEARNING CANTONESE

LANGUAGE LABS CHINESE

Learn to speak Cantonese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage. W = Windows
DCD8074W CANTONESE
$39.95
DCD8074W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

With over 800 words and phrases, and more than
200 different exercises, Language Labs are ideal
for children or adults taking their first steps in
learning a new language. Language Labs teach you
to ‘think’ a new language rather than translating it.
They use the constant association of spoken words,
written words and pictures in carefully chosen
contexts and sequences so you learn the language
almost without realizing. Starting with simple
concepts and expressions, the program systematically introduces new vocabulary and grammar to
build on what you have mastered in previous
chapters. W = Windows
DCD8034W LANGUAGE LABS CHINESE $39.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING HEBREW
Learn to speak Hebrew quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W =
Windows
DCD8086W HEBREW
$39.95
DCD8086W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

SPANISH EN MARCHA
This program is an extensive and impressive language learning resource, containing thousands of
pictures and graphics, an interactive dictionary,
and over two hours of spoken Spanish. It enables
students to speak, hear, read, and write the language in a variety of common and interesting
everyday situations. Record and practice grammar
and pronunciation (microphone not included). Two
interactive games are an enjoyable way to test
knowledge. W = Windows
DCD8115W SPANISH EN MARCHA
$49.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING JAPANESE
Learn to speak Japanese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage.
DCD8075W JAPANESE
$39.95
DCD8075W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING CHINESE
Learn to speak Chinese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage. W = Windows
DCD8073W CHINESE
$39.95
DCD8073W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING RUSSIAN
Learn to speak Russian quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8072W RUSSIAN
$39.95
DCD8072W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING PORTUGUESE
Learn to speak Portuguese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage.
DCD8076W PORTUGUESE
$39.95
DCD8076W Lab pack (5)
$119.85
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Foreign Languages
LANGUAGE LEARNING TAGALOG

BERLITZ THINK & TALK: FRENCH

Learn to speak Tagalog quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8077W TAGALOG
$39.95
DCD8077W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on
introductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly
suited to beginning students! Students learn by
simply listening to dialogue in the target language
and repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful
graphics, clever sound effects, music, and audio,
Think & Talk will have students conversing in no
time! MW = Hybrid
DCD8106MW BERLITZ THINK & TALK:
$44.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING VIETNAMESE
Learn to speak Vietnamese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage.
DCD8087W VIETNAMESE
$39.95
DCD8087W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

ADVANCE YOUR FRENCH
Advance Your French is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an integrated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of French. Ideal
whether you are studying at home, college or for
business. Eight different types of exercises. Other
key features include 80 conversation phrases to
improve your communicative skills; 5,000 word
built-in dictionary; an authoring facility to record
your own voice, phrases and words within the eight
modules and phrase section (microphone required).
W = Windows
DCD8093W ADVANCE YOUR FRENCH
$49.95
DCD8093W Lab pack (5)
$149.85

BUSINESS TALK - FRENCH
This program is an interactive phrase book in
French which includes listening and speaking
practice exercises; voice recording and playback
(microphone not included); common commercial
expressions; over 1,500 useful French words,
phrases, and sentences; 36 vocabulary sections;
24 dialogues; and a self-test option. Topics covered
include introductions, people, quality, processes,
selling, deliveries, correspondence, finance, statistics, meetings, and strategy and industrial relations. MW = Hybrid
DCD8138MW BUSINESS TALK - FRENCH $75.00

DIX JEUX FRANCAIS
Ten French games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used and
the degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in French except the HELP facility. Extremely user-friendly, the student can learn new
words by clicking on pictures etc. The games are;
En ville; places in town, asking and giving directions; Au college; school subjects, days of the
week; Trois en ligne; months, seasons, festivals,
weather; Tours de France; numbers, geography of
France; Au voleur!; cloths and colours; Aux
magasins; shops and shopping; Ma famillie; family
relationships; Parlafenetre; prepositions;
Quelmetier! occupations. Mozoq; parts of the body,
feeling ill. W = Windows
DCD8096W DIX JEUX FRANCAIS
$85.00

PERSPECTIVES FRANCAISES
Perspectives Francaises has a wide variety of
material suited to the interests of young people .
The many topics covered include the home, school
shopping food ,holidays wedding free time and
leisure, the family, working town in country travel
places, customs, tourism and the physical environment. Because of it's powerful search capabilities,
the program is extremely flexible and can be used
in conjunction with any course. Pupils work with
high quality photographs and spoken texts. Pause
and repeat keys enable them to progress at their
own rate. Unfamiliar words can be looked up in the
Picture Based dictionary which not only translates,
but gives explanations and comments to copies of
the pictures and text, may be printed in required.
Topics covered include: La vie de tous les jours; A
boire et a manger; Vie privee et vie de societe, Le
monde ui nous entoure' Panneaux et ecriteaux' Le
monde du travail.
DCD8122W PERSPECTIVE FRANCAISES $105.00
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Foreign Languages
LE TOUR DE FRANCE
A multimedia French quiz that captures the interest of pupils while improving their vocabulary,
pronunciations and listening comprehension, it also
introduces the towns and tourist attractions of
France. Users must complete various route around
France but can only but can only progress if they
are successful on the quiz. At each stage-town on a
route they are presented with a picture and a
choice of 4 spoken descriptions of that picture.
Only one descriptions is correct and to go forward
to the next town, they must select the right one
(else...it's back to the previous stage!). Before
making a choice, users can hear description of a
picture as many times as they like, and if they
wish see it's text while hearing it. Wrong answers
are corrected and all is spoken by a native speaker
at a normal speed. Two levels of difficulty, 'facility'
or 'difficile', make the quiz suitable to any stage of
learning. The 'facile' level only uses the sometimes
uses the future and past tenses as well as longer
sentences. W = Windows
DCD8121W LE TOUR DE FRANCE
$85.00

FRENCH EN ROUTE
This program is an extensive and impressive language learning resource, containing thousands of
pictures and graphics, an interactive dictionary,
and over two hours of spoken French. It enables
students to speak, hear, read, and write the language in a variety of common and interesting
everyday situations. Record and practice grammar
and pronunciation (microphone not included). Two
interactive games are an enjoyable way to test
knowledge. W = Windows
DCD8114W FRENCH EN ROUTE
$49.95

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL I
French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Students progress at their own pace. Each CD has
eight chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place
I and II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II,
and Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented belong to various styles: documentary,
humor, recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify
them or can continue the story with the built-in
word processor. Developed in France, this program
will allow students to enrich their vocabulary,
practice grammar and spelling, and to express
themselves in written French. Also included is a
detailed assessment for each exercise. W = Windows
DCD8056W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL I
$65.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL II
French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Students progress at their own pace. Each CD has
eight chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place
I and II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II,
and Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented belong to various styles: documentary,
humor, recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify
them or can continue the story with the built-in
word processor. Developed in France, this program
will allow students to enrich their vocabulary,
practice grammar and spelling, and to express
themselves in written French. Also included is a
detailed assessment for each exercise. W = Windows
DCD8081W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL II
$65.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL III
French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Students progress at their own pace. Each CD has
eight chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place
I and II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II,
and Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented belong to various styles: documentary,
humor, recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify
them or can continue the story with the built-in
word processor. Developed in France, this program
will allow students to enrich their vocabulary,
practice grammar and spelling, and to express
themselves in written French. Also included is a
detailed assessment for each exercise. W = Windows
DCD8082W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL III
$65.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL IV
French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Students progress at their own pace. Each CD has
eight chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place
I and II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II,
and Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented belong to various styles: documentary,
humor, recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify
them or can continue the story with the built-in
word processor. Developed in France, this program
will allow students to enrich their vocabulary,
practice grammar and spelling, and to express
themselves in written French. Also included is a
detailed assessment for each exercise. W = Windows
DCD8083W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL IV
$65.00
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Foreign Languages
LANGUAGE LEARNING FRENCH

FRENCH TUTOR

Learn to speak French quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W =
Windows
DCD8069W FRENCH
$39.95
DCD8069W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

Save $1,850.00 off software prices with this complete course in French grammar, vocabulary, and
reading comprehension. Includes bonus programs
in German, Latin, and Italian! 40 floppy disks in all
offer a high level of interactivity, immediate feedback, and remediation after each wrong answer!
The program includes French for Kids, Complete
French Grammar I-XV (including French Grammar
I-XV plus Comprehensive French Grammar Review), French Reading Comprehension Series,
French Grammar Review I & II, and Le Grand
Concours.
QCD8000B
FRENCH TUTOR
$55.00
QCD8000B
Lab Pack (5)
$165.00
QCD8000M
FRENCH TUTOR
$55.00
QCD8000M
Lab Pack (5)
$165.00

HISTORY AND CULTURE
OF FRANCE

This extraordinary interactive
multimedia CD with live video
sequences will give your stuEXPERT FRENCH
dents an in-depth look at the
Learn practical French through immersion in a 3D
history, geography, and culture
city. Learn phrases and expand your vocabulary as
of France. The narration in both
you explore shops, hotels, theatres, and more.
French and English with instantly
Voice recording and an illustrated glossary will help
accessible translation, as well as
you master French quickly. WD = Windows/DOS
the comprehensive interactive
DCD8031WD EXPERT FRENCH
$49.95
index, make this program a
DCD8031WD Lab pack (5)
$149.85
useful tool for students of French
language and civilization. In
EVERYDAY FRENCH
addition, the CD features
Learn to speak like a native! This fun and informateacher's guides containing
tive CD contains nearly 1,000 words in French. Pick
learning objectives, synopses of
an activity, like a party, and then click on a picture
the presentations, questions for
to hear the word for the object in both English and
preparation, review, and discusFrench. Learn by context and by hearing and
sion, and suggested enrichment
seeing the words in both languages. W = Windows
activities. Special presentations
DCD8017W EVERYDAY FRENCH
$49.95
on the CD examine some of the
DCD8017W Lab pack (5)
$149.85
most celebrated works of French
art in the Louvre Museum as well
MULTIMEDIA WINDOWS™ FRENCH
as French architectural achieve
Ideal
for first- and second-year high school stuments noted for their beauty and historical signifidents,
this CD is a guide to mastery of the French
cance, and up-to-date interactive maps of France
language.
As an effective learning tool, this disc
and Europe provide a colorful and detailed geohelps
students
build fluency in French in five ways.
graphic context for the main presentations.
Multiple
choice
and matching tests provide basic
Supplemental materials include a complete history
drills
in
1,200
French
vocabulary words. Context
of France and fact sheets on contemporary French
sensitive
questions
help
students to remember the
society. The program also explores France's specmeaning
of
the
words
and
to integrate them into
tacular landscapes, as well as its diverse populaproper
sentences.
Coverage
of present tense verb
tion. An exploration of Paris, the capital and heart
conjugation
guides
students
to grammatically
of France, illustrates France's numerous contribucorrect
sentence
structure.
Drills
in sentence
tions to world trade, research and development,
translation
speed
achievement
of
fluency. Graphs
and education. Students can also follow the activiand
reports
measure
students'
progress
and guide
ties of various members of a French family, learnthem
to
success.
The
program
features
complete
ing about the French educational system, a local
coverage of 1,200 French vocabulary words, includfarmers' market, the ceremonial daily dinners, and
ing present tense verb conjugation; drills in senthe French workplace. M = Macintosh, W = Wintence translation which speed achievement of
dows
fluency; and true French pronunciation accessible
QCD5099M
HISTORY/CULTURE FRANCE $95.00
with the click of a mouse. W = Windows
QCD5099M
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
DCD8011W MULTIMEDIA FRENCH
$49.95
QCD5099W HISTORY/CULTURE FRANCE $95.00
QCD5099W Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
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Foreign Languages
LANGUAGE LEARNING GERMAN

BERLITZ THINK & TALK: GERMAN

Learn to speak German quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage.
DCD8070W LANGUAGE LEARN GERMAN $39.95
DCD8070W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on
introductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly
suited to beginning students! Students learn by
simply listening to dialogue in the target language
and repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful
graphics, clever sound effects, music, and audio,
Think & Talk will have students conversing in no
time! MW = Hybrid
DCD8107MW THINK & TALK: GERMAN
$44.95

ADVANCE YOUR ITALIAN
Advance Your Italian is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an integrated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of Italian. Ideal
whether you are studying at home, college or for
business. Eight different types of exercises. Other
key features include 80 conversation phrases to
improve your communicative skills; 5,000 word
built-in dictionary; an authoring facility to record
your own voice, phrases and words within the eight
modules and phrase section (microphone required).
W = Windows
DCD8096W ADVANCE YOUR ITALIAN
$49.95
DCD8096W Lab pack (5)
$149.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING ITALIAN
Learn to speak Italian quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W =
Windows
DCD8071W LANGUAGE LEARN ITALIAN $39.95
DCD8071W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

BERLITZ THINK & TALK: ITALIAN

LANGUAGE LABS GERMAN
With over 800 words and phrases, and more than
200 different exercises, Language Labs are ideal
for children or adults taking their first steps in
learning a new language. Language Labs teach you
to ‘think’ a new language rather than translating it.
They use the constant association of spoken words,
written words and pictures in carefully chosen
contexts and sequences so you learn the language
almost without realizing. Starting with simple
concepts and expressions, the program systematically introduces new vocabulary and grammar to
build on what you have mastered in previous
chapters. W = Windows
DCD8037W LANGUAGE LABS GERMAN $39.95

EXPERT GERMAN
Learn practical German through immersion in a 3D
city. Learn phrases and expand your vocabulary as
you explore shops, hotels, theatres, and more.
Voice recording and an illustrated glossary will help
you master German quickly. WD = Windows/DOS
DCD8032WD EXPERT GERMAN
$49.95
DCD8032WD Lab pack (5)
$149.85

ZHEN DEUTSHE SPEILE
Ten German games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used the
degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in German except the HELP facility. Extremely user friendly, the student can learn new
words by clicking the picture etc.... The games are:
In de stadt: places in town asking and giving
directions: In der Schule: school subjects, days of
the week; Drei in einer Reilhe: months, seasons
festivals, weather; Deutschlandreise: numbers,
geography of German; Haltet den Dieb!; cloths and
colours; Einkaufen: shop and shopping; Meine
Famillie: family relationships: Durch das Fenster;
prepostions; Welcher Beruf? occupations;
Zwengi;parts of the body; feeling ill. W = Windows
DCD8124W ZHEN DEUTSHE SPEILE
$85.00

Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on
introductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly
suited to beginning students! Students learn by
simply listening to dialogue in the target language
and repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful
graphics, clever sound effects, music, and audio,
Think & Talk will have students conversing in no
time! MW = Hybrid
DCD8108MW THINK & TALK: ITALIAN
$44.95
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Foreign Languages
START TO LEARN SPANISH
2ND EDITION
From an initial in introduction, right through to
high school level, start to Learn Spanish is a fullystructured program that will help you developed
your language skills. This fully interactive program
provides audio coaching, comprehensive exercises
and an integrated dictionary to increase your
fluency and improve you understanding of Spanish.
Modules include: Storyboard---tell a story or sets a
screen. You must select the answer line which
related accurately to the story; Select -a-word -Select the correct word from a list which has been
remove from a line of text; Mind the Gap!--select
the correct word which has been moved from the
sentence but this time no hints!; Write down
dictation exercises---hear the word and then type
accurately type in what you heard" Word Blocks-rearrange phrases into the correct order; Right
line--multiple choice exercises---multiple choice
exercises; Word puzzles---understand the question,
then find the answer in a grid of letters. Other
features include 80 introductory phrases to get you
started,5000-word built-in-dictionary to supplement your learning, and authoring facility to record
you own voice, phrases and word within the eight
module and phrase section. W = Windows
DCD805W
START TO LEARN SPANISH $39.95

LANGUAGE DISCOVERY

LANGUAGE LEARNING SPANISH 1
Learn to speak Spanish quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage. W = Windows
DCD8024W LEARNING SPANISH 1
$39.95
DCD8024W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING SPANISH 2
Learn to speak Spanish quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity. Special features of this program
are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful
topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping
terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and
usage. W = Windows
DCD8068W LEARNING SPANISH 2
$39.95
DCD8068W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

ADVANCE YOUR SPANISH
Advance Your Spanish is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an integrated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of Spanish. Ideal
whether you are studying at home, college or for
business. Eight different types of exercises. Other
key features include 80 conversation phrases to
improve your communicative skills; 5,000 word
built-in dictionary; an authoring facility to record
your own voice, phrases and words within the eight
modules and phrase section (microphone required).
W = Windows
DCD8094W ADVANCE YOUR SPANISH $49.95
DCD8094W Lab pack (5)
$149.85

Language Discovery is an innovative way for students of all ages to learn 1,000 words in four
languages from a single CD. Words are grouped
into more than thirty topics. Each word is shown
with a picture and pronounced by a native speaker.
These pictures are also included in an illustrated
scene to help put the words in context. Clicking on
an object in this illustration shows the word and
plays its pronunciation. Students can also use this
illustration to test themselves by finding an object
in the scene after seeing and hearing its name.
Dictionaries of each language and a multilevel
game are also provided. Throughout, any of the
four languages can be selected with a click of the
BUSINESS TALK - SPANISH
mouse. The program features nearly 1,000 words
in English, French, German, and Spanish illustrated This program is an interactive phrase book in
and spoken; pictures, spellings, and correct proSpanish which includes listening and speaking
nunciation with easy transition between any of the
practice exercises; voice recording and playback
four languages; multilevel, fun-filled game to
(microphone not included); common commercial
reinforce your language proficiency; an illustrated
expressions; over 1,500 useful Spanish words,
dictionary indexed from English to French, Spanish
phrases, and sentences; 36 vocabulary sections;
or German, or from French, Spanish, or German to
24 dialogues; and a self-test option. Topics covered
English; and an easy-to-use interface designed for
include introductions, people, quality, processes,
maximum performance. M = Macintosh, W =
selling, deliveries, correspondence, finance, statisWindows
tics, meetings, and strategy and industrial relaDCD8010M
LANGUAGE DISCOVERY
$49.95
tions. MW = Hybrid
DCD8010W LANGUAGE DISCOVERY
$49.95
DCD8137MW BUSINESS TALK - SPANISH $75.00
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Foreign Languages
SPANISH TUTOR

HISTORY AND CULTURE OF SPAIN
Live video clips highlight this extraordinary interactive multimedia presentation. Your students will
learn about the history, geography, and culture of
Spain. The main portion of this program offers
three different narrations: one in English, one in
beginning-level Spanish, and one in advanced-level
Spanish. On-screen Spanish text facilitates comprehension and learning. Once the beginningSpanish text is chosen, students can easily retrieve
an English version for clarification and reference.
The program acquaints viewers with Spain's six
distinct geographical regions: Valencia, Andalusia,
Estremadura, the region of the Pyrenees, the
Cantabric region, and the Castilian Plateau. The
program stresses the cultural identity and natural
features of each region and discusses how Spain's
proximity to North Africa has had a significant
effect on its history, language, and culture. This
extraordinary program highlights the historical and
cultural imprints left in Spain by its conquerors, as
well as the cultural legacy Spain has given to the
world. A special section on Spanish painting enables colorful and vivid masterpieces to appear on
screen. A separate presentation provides an overview of some of Spain's outstanding architectural
achievements. Also included on this CD are full,
unabridged English translations of two classic
Spanish works and several histories of Spain.
Colorful, interactive maps allow students to explore
the political divisions of Spain and Europe. A fully
interactive index is supplied to aid students in
research. In addition, the program offers a
teacher's guide containing learning objectives, a
synopsis of the program, questions appropriate
before and after viewing the program, and suggested enrichment activities. W = Windows, M =
Macintosh
QCD5098M
HISTORY/CULTURE SPAIN $95.00
QCD5098M
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
QCD5098W HISTORY/CULTURE SPAIN $95.00
QCD5098W Lab Pack (5)
$285.00

Save $1,320.00 off individually priced titles with
42 floppy disks on one CD-ROM. A complete tutorial package in Spanish, including interactive
lessons in vocabulary, grammar, and reading comprehension. The program includes The Spanish
Contest, Spanish For Kids, Complete Spanish
Grammar Package (including Spanish Grammar IXI plus Comprehensive Spanish Grammar Review),
Spanish Grammar Review I & II, Spanish Reading
Comprehension I-VIII, Spanish Structure Drills,
and Spanish Vocabulary/ Comprehension Drills. M
= Macintosh, B = DOS
QCD8001M
SPANISH TUTOR
$55.00
QCD8001M
Lab Pack (5)
$165.00
QCD8001B
SPANISH TUTOR
$55.00
QCD8001B
Lab Pack (5)
$165.00

SPANISH-ENGLISH MULTIMEDIA
TALKING DICTIONARY
Over fifteen thousand everyday and technical
words translated, defined and spoken by native
speakers. Listen to the correct pronunciation to
compare with your own recorded voice. A painless
way to learn to conjugate irregular verbs and
difficult tenses. Perfect for students, business
people and travelers. W = Windows
DCD8100W SPANISH TALKING DICT.
$39.95
DCD8100W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

MULTIMEDIA SPANISH II
Five complete lessons include Vocabulary Presentation, Matching Vocabulary Drill, Fill-in the Blank
Vocabulary Drill, Video Drill, Verb Forms, Grammar
Lesson, Practice Exercises, Reading Comprehension
and Listening Comprehension. Covers correct use
of the verbs estar, tener que, ir a, and gustar. Also
includes the o to ue stem-changing verbs and the e
to ie stem-changing verbs. W = Windows
DCD8099W MULTIMEDIA SPANISH II
$39.95
DCD8099W Lab pack (5)
$119.85

EVERYDAY SPANISH

Learn to speak like a native! This fun and informative CD contains nearly 1,000 words in Spanish.
Pick an activity, like a party, and then click on a
picture to hear the word for the object in both
English and Spanish. Learn by context and by
hearing and seeing the words in both languages.
Context groups make learning Spanish easy. Everyday scenes bring words into context. Practice
learning new words by clicking on items in an
illustrated scene, and then test yourself by finding
the item after hearing and reading the word. Multilevel, fun-filled game reinforces your language
proficiency. Dictionary contains all the words plus a
picture and pronunciation. W = Windows
DCD8016W EVERYDAY SPANISH
$49.95
DCD8016W Lab pack (5)
$149.85
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Foreign Languages - ESL
SPANISH READING
COMPREHENSION CD

LANGUAGE LEARNING ENGLISH
FOR CHINESE

This unique program offers students learning
Spanish 144 lesson modules of high-interest reading selections in a wide variety of subject areas,
designed to improve reading comprehension,
vocabulary and reasoning skills. Students read
passages in Spanish and then answer several
questions which test both comprehension and
vocabulary skills. Completely in Spanish, each
reading passage consists of descriptions and dialogues concerning everyday occurrences and
situations that are both current and relevant to our
times. An incorrect response to a question prompts
the program to highlight the portion of the text
which contains the correct answer. MW = Hybrid
QCD8010MW SPANISH COMPREHEN. CD $95.00
QCD8010MW Lab Pack (5)
$285.00

Learn to speak English quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Provides interactive
lessons using graphics, speech, voice recording
(microphone required). Now you can record your
own voice and compare it with the native speaker’s
voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity.
Special features are a guide to pronunciation; a
discussion of useful topics such as greetings,
introductions, shopping terms, etc.; and explanations of grammar and usage. W - Windows
DCD2070W LEARN ENGLISH/CHINESE $39.95

SPANISH GRAMMAR CD
A complete tutorial and review of Spanish grammar, corresponding to four years of high school
Spanish or six semesters of college study, on one
CD-ROM, at great savings over the purchase of
individual floppy disks. The earliest lessons assume
no prior exposure to the Spanish language. MW =
Hybrid
QCD8009MW SPANISH GRAMMAR CD
$95.00
QCD8009MW Lab Pack (5)
$285.00

DIEZ JUEGOS ESPANOLES
Ten Spanish games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used and
the degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in Spanish except the Help facility. Extremely user friendly, the student can learn new
words by clicking on pictures etc. The games are:
En la ciudad: places in town, asking and giving
direction; En la escuela: school subjects, days of
the week, time: Tres en linea: shops and shopping:
Mi familia: family relationship: A traves de la
ventana: prepositions: Enque rabaja?: occupations:
Espacino: parts of the body feeling ill. W = Windows
DCD812W DIEZ JUEGOS ESPANOLES $49.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING ENGLISH
FOR SPANISH
Learn to speak English quickly and easily by clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Provides interactive
lessons using graphics, speech, voice recording
(microphone required). Now you can record your
own voice and compare it with the native
speakerÕs voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features are a guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.; and
explanations of grammar and usage. W = Windows
DCD2071W LEARN ENGLISH/SPANISH $39.95

HIGH SCHOOL GRAMMAR
Comprehensive coverage of eleven essential elements of English grammar, ideal for high school
students or anyone wishing to improve their use of
the English language. Table of Contents: Nouns,
Pronouns, Verbs, Adjectives, Adverbs, Phrases,
Clauses, Agreements, Punctuation, Sentence
Structure, Mechanics. W = Windows
DCD2038W HIGH SCHOOL GRAMMAR $39.95

LANGUAGE ARTS

COMPILATION (B only): Non-multimedia: no sound
or graphics. Save $1,100 off the price of software
titles! Ideal for on-level students or students on a
remedial level, this outstanding collection offers
tutorial, drill and practice in writing skills. Writing
LE FRANçAIS PAR L'ORAL
Paragraphs provides instruction and tutorial for
grades 1-6. Improving Writing Skills for students in
By the developers of Les Bases du Français, this
grades 7-12 consists of practice files of beginnings
program lets you record your voice (microphone
to complete or inaccurate and flawed work to edit.
not included) and compare it to that of a native
Grammar and Usage D and Grammar and Usage F
speaker and read commentaries on specific points
cover discrete grammar and usage for grades 4-8.
of grammar and syntax. A dictation module affords
B = DOS, M = Macintosh
you the opportunity to listen and write what you
QCD2068B
LANGUAGE ARTS
$95.00
hear and then compare it to a correct rendering.
QCD2068B
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
MW = Hybrid
QCD2068M
LANGUAGE ARTS
$95.00
DCD8054MW LE FRANçAIS PAR L'ORAL
$85.00
QCD2068M
Lab Pack (5)
$285.00
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ESL Resources
TRAVEL TALK: FRENCH-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertainment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies. MW = Hybrid
DCD8040MW TRAVEL TALK: FR-ENG
$49.95

TRAVEL TALK: SPANISH-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertainment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies. MW = Hybrid
DCD8041MW TRAVEL TALK: SPAN-ENG
$49.95

TRAVEL TALK: ITALIAN-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertainment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies. MW = Hybrid
DCD8112MW TRAVEL TALK: ITAL-ENG
$49.95

MASTERING ENGLISH GRAMMAR
COMPILATION: Non-multimedia: no sound or
graphics. This comprehensive collection of 46 best
selling grammar programs on CD-ROM is designed
for grades 7-12 and remedial college work. The
program includes Learning Parts of Speech
PackageÑhighly rated for accuracy, clarity, logic,
appropriate difficulty, freedom from error, and
directions; Working With Sentences; Capitalization
and More Punctuation; and Practical Grammar I, II,
and III. M = Macintosh
QCD2004M
MASTERING ENG GRAMMAR$225.00
QCD2004M
Lab Pack (5)
$675.00

MASTERING ENGLISH GRAMMAR CD
This comprehensive collection of 46 best-selling
grammar programs on a single CD-ROM is designed
for grades 7-12 and remedial college work. Titles
covered include • Learning Parts of Speech Package: rated highly for accuracy; appropriateness to
task; clarity; logic; appropriate difficulty; freedom
from error; clear, concise, accurate writing style;
and directions. • Working with Sentences: important grammar rules are carefully explained in
highly interactive tutorials. • Capitalization and
More Punctuation: provides tutorial and practice
lessons on the rules of capitalization and punctuation for students working on a junior high school
level. Gives an overview of all the basic uses of
eleven punctuation marks: period, question mark,
exclamation point, comma, semicolon, colon, dash,
parentheses, brackets, and quotation marks. Also
covers all major uses of capital letters. • Practical
Grammar I, II, and III: present a series of related
concepts in grammar, explain each concept, test
the student’s understanding, and provide exercises
to reinforce understanding. Each title applies a
variety of approaches to maintain student interest,
and features highly interactive tutorials and extensive drills for reinforcement. MW = Hybrid
QCD2004MW MASTERING ENG GRAM CD $225.00
QCD2004MWL Lab pack (5)
$675.00

GRAMMAR AND USAGE CD

This extraordinary series of programs on a single
CD-ROM takes a comprehensive approach to developing writing and language arts skills. The programs are designed for students working on a
grade 4 to grade 8 level. Specific skills are introTRAVEL TALK: GERMAN-ENGLISH
duced at one grade level, then reinforced and
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
expanded at higher grade levels. The skills include
recording and playback; all items translated; over
grammar and usage, writing sentences, writing
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
mechanics, writing paragraphs, and study skills.
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
The topics covered include using nouns, pronouns,
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjuncfinding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
tions, and contractions. These programs are ideal
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertainfor on-grade level or remedial instruction! MW =
ment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
Hybrid
emergencies. MW = Hybrid
QCD2175MW GRAMMAR AND USAGE CD $145.00
DCD8111MW TRAVEL TALK: GER-ENG
$49.95
QCD2175MW Lab Pack (5)
$435.00
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:
Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI 48084
WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent. This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.
To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359
METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is
made by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order. There is
a $4.50 minimum charge. Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25
ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid. Be sure to include state sales
tax.
ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.
CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.
EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED! Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.
ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL. Permission
to return should be requested and authorized in writing. We will not issue credit on
unauthorized returns. All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable
condition.
ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes. We bill at the producer’s latest selling price. In case of a sizable increase in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.
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CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDER FORM

To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax: 248-646-4359
william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

Ship To:

Bill To: (if different)

Name:________________________________________

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)
Payment Enclosed
Bill my Institution
P.O.#__________________________________
Date

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase
$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

All orders are shipped net 30 days. Returns must have written authorization from us.

ITEM#

QTY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI 48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com
Yes! I would like to join your mailing list!

$ EACH

Subtotal
Sales Tax
Shipping
TOTAL

$ TOT. COST

